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The Disaster 2tsearc3 Center is p:esentIy engaged in stu':ies 05 com- 
munity coor*Zination -;uring natural disasters. 
is to present 97ith appropriate illustrations ?;-om fie13 research, a con- 
ceptual model of :he 3evelopment of commcnity coordination un5e:r stress 
coniitions. 
tZ-,is report. 
posed by natural disasters? 
aEfect interorganizational response? 
amity's organize6 emergency response? 

TPIe purpose of t5is yepozt 

!de are attempting to ad Iress some of the following questions in 
IJow are cornunity organizacions integrated to meet tl- e problems 

%%at ?actors, either directly or i-;l,<irec:2ly 
Vh.at are the consequences of tila com- 

The ~ O C U S  of our analysis t5en is cornunity emergency orzanization 
structure Curing natural disasters an; tte bas is for it. Intero:rpnizaCional 
re1a:ionships is an element witl-in tz e 5ramevork of organization action. '&e 
activity of any organization is embsCde2 in an environment 02 other organiza- 
tions as vel1 as in t:-e context 02 tbe comm~~niey ae large. Durinz ernerzen- 
cies , interorganizational relationships become iiscreas ingly evi -lent because 
tke naEure 02 tLe tasks created by t::e ;isaster event requires intense aetiv- 
ity on the pa.:: of many difceerent organizacions, These relations?.ips, of 
course, have important implications for tye total comtmi.tp's response to 
t5e disaster event, 

'Te have select& as the depenGent variable 02 the analysis, inter- 
organizational relations2i.p~ , or stated in another way, the comxnmity's 02'- 
zanizeL. response to disaster. 
ea.i;e various aspects of interorganizational relationships. 
develope4 serve to explicate the variable in detail, TEae commmity as an 
ecological and social unit is labeled as z'-e contextual variable an: -7ill 
be discussed in sectioc 11 of the repozr. Section 111 discusses the disaster 
event as tLe interveninz variable oE otlr perspective, 
significance bot5 as an agent ani in remporalby divising che community in 
terms of pre and post impact (ti and t2>. Tie eristent organizacions vfthin 
tke cornunity axe labelecT as tl-e injependent variable under consideration 
because they represent inputs %or interorpnizational relations'iips. This 
variable is discwse. in section IV of cke report -.iitlrtin the f-ramevor': 02 
ox-Lanizational action. The intricate an? reciprocal relations'qip betmen 
interorzanizational relations1 ips and ozzanizational accion vi11 be ex- 
plicated in some detail 20 pzovicie closure to our perspective, Section V 
vi11 briefly consi-le- t%e implications 02 interorganizational bellavior for 
t!ie e:Zectiveness oE comuni ty emezgency response. A conclvd in8 appen 3i>* 
conrains an analysis 02 methodological cechriiques employed ir, t".e analysis. 

The first sectlon oE the report -?ill 4elin- 
The typologies 

This variable Zas 

The perspective v7e have develope3 can be represented sc?ematically 
by 5iigc:e 1. 



Figure 1: Community Zmergency Response 
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Interorganizational Relationships: The 
Commnity 's Organized Response as Dependent Variable 

For our purposes, the community is viewed as a semi-autonomous yet 
open system composed of organizations as its component parts. 
the cormcunity has a place in time and space, can be identified on maps, can 
be located by longitude and latitude, etc. Community used in this sense 
refers to tams and cities. Wthin tE.5~ delimited geographic area, a13 
organizations, large or small, public or private, existing ur emergent, make 
up the organized structure of the comnitp. 
major resource holdinz, allocating, and receiving units for coping with 
problems posed by natural disasters. 
natural disasters, we gain understanding, not only of the distributions of 
organizations and their relationships ~ but also the processes by ~7hich 
resources are allocated and integrated. Natural disasters are particularly 
revealing for they tend to highlight allocation and integration processes 
that may &a unnoticed in communities under w r e  normal conditions. 

In other words, 

As such they represent the 

By varching the system as it adapts to 
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In emergencies, organizations aze o€ten confronted with a scarcity of 
resources w%ic;? m k e s  attainment of organizational objectives moze difficult. 
Pew, if any organirations have unlimited access to needed resources. Hence, 
it becomes necessaiy for organizations eo interact and coordinate eheir ac- 
tivities vit? other organizations. 
function of relationskips between organizarions , attention sE,oulc: be fo- 
cused upon the processes linking organizations during normal as :re11 as 
during emergency perioes. 
in the general processes which characterize the Eunctioning of discrete 
organizations. 

In order to understand C:e natuze and 

Cues to the naev.re of this process may be found 

In the bzoadest sense, these relationships may be characzerizei 
being of two main types. The first of these may be called coordinating 
and is conceptually associated with t?-e processes related to Jecis ion 
making, the passing of instructions ckrou$i the chain of comaan-', an4 de- 
fining of orzanizattonal divisions of labor. 
headquarters t.7itl~ top ec;ielon from several organizations is a good example 
of coozdinatinG interorganizational relationstips. For example, durin2; the 
Plinot &lood of 1550, tihe activities of federal, state, and local govexmental 
agencies trere coordinated at rhe flood control headquarters. Among those 
at the command post were representatives 02 t:le l&tfaml -6, 3.8, Carkpte 
of Engineers, city audieor, city manager, chief of police, city engineer, 
county C.D. direceor, &aster chairman for the county Eed C-oss and otters. 
The second of iliese yelationships may be calleu gacilitating . r";-rov$~ this 
type of relationship one organization supplies needed information, ins true- 
tions, material, and pezsonnel as means to the achievement of ano'c3er orga- 
nization's goals. 
of public cmor!cs Is an excellent illustration. ?ire departments depend on 
the maintenance 05 the city's tracer supplies, 
department of public works is responsible fo: the distribution of .rater, 
t5us prompting a 2acllitating relationskip. 
between police departments and the deparkment of public trorks. 
most time consvming tasks of modern police Eoxes is traffic regulation. Then 
emergency problems arise, the police "curs 20 the department of public ~rorks 
Zor assistance. Tius t7 e processes of facilitating and coordinatinz refer 
to respectively, pollcy and operations. 

The existence o? a command 

2 

The relationship be'ctreen ?ire departments and c'epartments 

Generally, a division 0:: the 

Also a close relations?,ip exists 
One or' the 

At the kighese level of abstractfon, coordinating and facilitaging re- 
lationships can be vietrei as communicative or exchange relationships-. 
Thus, coordinaeing relationstips principally involve the exchange of in- 
f ormatian or instructions . Pacilitatine relationships involve Eke exkange 
of no?-, only informatlon, but also material, pezsonnel and services. From 
this perspective, tte 1 h 2 s  bettieen the units involved j-n bot;!i types of 
relaZionships can be seen as media or channels of one kind or anot5er 
through which vCatever is exchanged passes. In fact, a particular orsaniza- 
tional relationship m a 3 7  be me-liatinz in t'le sense of provtdinz Sie necessary 
media for interorganizational ei-change, Por example, ve have Sound in our 
zesearch of natural. disasters t5at og+-eil citizen's band and ham operators 
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clubs (radio) qerate in a mediating capacity. 
velop these types of relationships though they are only one aspect of their 
involvement in emergency situations. 
organizational relationships we will a3d a third, that of mediating rela- 
tionships. 

The mass media also de- 

Thus to our two main types of inter- 

Community interorganizational relationships can be conceptually 
illustrated by figure 2, 

Figure 2: General Types 04 Relationships 
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Thio figure suggests that the policy making and operational processes within 
a community of organizations are linked to each other through exchange via 
coordinating and facilitating relationships. 

Conceptually, then, three levels 02 analysis have been suggested: 
(1) the characterization of interorganizational relationships as comunrca- 
rive or exchange relationships; (2) the division of these relationships into 
two main sub-types, coordinating and facilitating, and a third, mediating; 
(3) the categorization of the items which nay be exchanged or communicated 
through the various media which link the organizational units as (a) informa- 
tion (including authoritativk ins trustions) , (b) personnel, (c) material, 
(d) services. 

It is necessary to point out that these processes can be described 
within as well as between organizations. Far example, Organizations like 
the police department are internally involved with coordinating and facili- 
tating, many possess the media, and may exchange all of the items listed 
above. On the other hand, organizations like the mayor's office or GD 
may specialize in coordinating relationships vis-a-vis other community 
organizations but engage in very few facilitating relationships. 



The Disaster Problems 

The nev7 or altered environment created by the impact of disaster 
constitutes a series of problems which the organizational elementa 
comunity must solve. These problems can be considered in terms of the 
folloving task areas : 

1. 

2. 

3, 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

FJarninS. 
a disaster agent, disseminating this information andlo?: information 
on ameliorative or protestive action to the public an3 comunity 
organizations, and receiving such information from other organiza- 
tions prior to impact. 

3Tqe process of detecting and predicting the occurence of 

We-impact Activitx. (post -c.raming but prior to impact) This en- 
tails the continuing search for information regarding the disaster 
agent, readying of material resources, institurions of preventive 
measures to lessen impact and consequences of the agent. 
Search and Rescue. 
transportation of entrapped persons as well as providing search 
and res cue equipment. 
_cI_- Care of Casualties. 
and caring for the dead. 
___I--*-- Restoration of Essential Services. 
turnin:: to service: gas, electricity, telephone, water, trans- 
portatlois, etc. 
Welfare. Pzovidbng food, clothes, and housing €or disaster 
victims and disaster workers nre included here. 
I__- Comun_ity Order. 
zreas and directing traffic near the impact area. IC includes see- 
ing t5at c o m m i t y  resources, bot5 private and public are used for 
common comunity ends. 

This requires the location, extrication and 

Included here is medical aid for the injured 

This concerns temporarily re- 

This involves guarding property, PatrctQiW danger 

Thus interorganizational relationships are linked with attempts on the 
part of comunity organizations to meet tf7ese task areas or problems 
t%ereby, mitigatins environmental impact. 
s5ips and problem azeas, we can cross-classify interorganizational relation- 
ships as shown in figure 3. 

On the basis of types of relation- 

A few illustrations are nov in or3er. A Zood example 02 a varning- 
mediating relationship would be the interaction between weather bureaus and 
relevant disaster organizations such as the police and fire, civil defense 
agencies, public utilities, mass media, etc. "lie warning system that c:Jas in 
operation during C!ie Topeka tornado 0.2 196: is a case in point. A stated.de 
weather bureau teletype system, including the weather station at the Topeka 
airport vas monitored by local radio and celevision stations, the city police 
department, the county sheriff's office, and the local post of the state high- 
tray patrol. 
Not:ified by the bureac over normal telephone lines were 3 radio scations 

m e  local weather bureau supplemented this with a calling list. 
. 
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Figure 3: A Cross-Classification of Interorganizational 
Re la t ion& ips 
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outside of Topeka -2iick did not have veather teletype monitors; the superin- 
tendent of schools, notified both as a precautionary measure and in the prep- 
aration of schools "or possible use as evacuation centers; a local citizen's 
band radio organization and a local ham radio operator's club. 
the direction oC tlie local civil defense, a network of communications 57a9 
in operation to insure 3.at all governmental agencies were aware OF weather 
conditions reported. by :he .t;leather bureau. 

Further, under 

The relationship between the Rei Czoss and local hospitals is an example 
of a Sacilitaking yelationship in the area of caring for casualties. 
Cross is often involved in supplying needed blood to hospitals during emer- 
Sencies. By way of illustration, durint, izhe Oaklawn tornadoes oE 1967, this 
facilitating relationship vas of some iinportance to emergency operations in 
tvo hospitals in pazficular and in several others. 

%e Red 

An excellent illustration of coordinating relationships specific to 
several of the disaster task areas is .chat :ihfcf? occurred 2ollo:Ting the 
Alaskan earthquake of lCE4. The mayorr city C.D. director, policemen, -?ire- 
men,an: numerous volunteers gathered at the Anchorage Public SaZety 3uilding, 
(PSB). Z~rou$?ou'i t h  evening, measures began to emezge to control the COR- 
vergence of volunteers and t:lose seeking information, Internal divisions of 
responsibility began 20 emerge. Info;-maLion vas exchanged and consolidated. 
Gaps of information were delineated and volunteers were recruited to be in 
charge of filling them. Important lia8son.s tnre cntnbliohcd wlth nilitcry 
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representatives fron Elrcendorf, Richardson, and the Alaskan National Guagd. 
These liaisons were implemented so tkat f e  military became the aajor source 
of needed equipment and organized manpover. This pattern, established early 
in the evening, became t2e typical mode of community response. 
needs would be reported to the PSB or r7ere anticipated by those vorking there. 
Then, through the city CD, they were passed co tke Alaskan Command Center at 
Elmendorf and fulfilled by the military. 
community response t7as elaborated and crystallized at a 3:OO a.m. meeting 
3eld at the basement 02 the PSB. Attenicd by city, state, and military rep- 
resentatives, it was an occasion for status reports, discussions 05 courses 
0: action, and achievhg liaison among current organized activities, 

Requests or 

Tne division 02 labor t7ithin the 

It may be further suggested that a certain division of labor may exist 
among the organizations in a community :7ith respect to various disaster prob- 
lem. This division may be explicjt in the form of a community disaster plan 
or it may be implfcit in &- 03 E~?~~XIZQ~Z~XIR charters.cad form1 statame?t,te 
of purpose. Clusters of organizations may exist or emerge, therezore, as “or- 
ganization sets”‘? or *‘task environments” around a given disaster problem. In 
other words, orzanizations charged vit3 similar responsibilities may interact 
in term oE coordinating, facilitating or mediating relations3ips more ?re- 
quently than they interact with organizations involved in other disaster 
problems. %lese clusters can be thought 05 as subsystems within tke larger 
community of organizations. 

Por example, certain community organfzations are more involved in the 
warning phase chan others In general, the weather bureau, public health 
services, state and local agencies, fire department, radio and televfsion 
stations are more directly involved in ?Taming. Certainly, warnings can also 
be initiated and disseminated by various groups9 agencies and indivi?uals in 
the community, but the comple:5ty of the process and &he technology necessary 
to accomplish these tas!:s inevitably mean that organizations aith collective 
skills and pooled resources bear the major responsibiliry for such activity. 
Another example 05 subsets of organizations involved in disaster task areas 
is that 0.: come-nity order. It is usually established organizations vhich 
cope with t!le problem 05 community order ourin2 a disaster. 
enforcement agencies snch as the local police department, sheriff’s office 
and state patrol as ~ c l l  as the military deal ~75th. such problems as tke con- 
trol o? convergence and tke establishment of security within tke impacted 
community. This is true of very localized disasters, such as the Xndianapolid 
explosion in 1863, as vel1 as very diffcse disasters, such as Eurricane Beulah 
v~hich struck Texas in 1967. 

3egular lav 

Location of Organizational Interrelationships 

The actual identification and delinearion of these subsets 0: organ- 
izations is an important eoal of resea-rdi. Task or problem areas provide a 
criterion €OK classification of these subsystems. It may also be usezul to 
categorize varieties of interrelationships with respect to the location 
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of the orzanizations involved,i.e. the locacion of the organization eit5er 
within or outside t:le community sytem as v7e have geographically defined it. 
21us the national zuarrf ~ 0 U l d  be an extra-systematic unit in any subset of 
organizations (assuming its normal headquazters is outside the territorial 
limits of the comunity). 
Red Crass and its national headquarters would be categorized in like fashion. 
Tiiis additional distinction is necessary because of the growing interdepcn- 
dence of local communities. 
cies often extend in some fashion into ehe specific local community, state, 
or region. In addltion, certaio disasters may be sufficiently d.estructive 
of local resources to necessitate the intervention of non-local agencies 
who assume an important role in disaster response. 

The relations%ip between the local chapter of the 

Political jurisdiction of extra-community agen- 

It it necessary to note that in some cases, such as state capitals, 
the location of regional and national headquarters in close proximity to 
the emergency may 'nave important implications :or the community's response 
to disaster even though tzieir connection to the local community may be nor- 
mally quite minimal. Bowever, the fact t!>a: these organizations have local- 
ity relevance during any emergency is argument enough for their inclusion as 
a systemic component. 
but it defines quike vel1 the set of possible organizations for analysis. 
Finally, in this regard., where the location of these regional and national 
offices is becomes important in any evaluation of effectiveness of community 
response. The specification of elis factor, though important, poses no real 
problem. 

The geographic delimitation is admittedly arbitrary, 

The Structural Consequences of Interorganizational Relationships 

Organizations vary in the extent to vhich they become involved in 
relationships of any kind with other ozganizations. 
departments provide .siti?in their owa organization the units necessary ?or 
both coordinating aril facilitaeing and are responsible Ior tasks oE a 
specific type, especially the type vhiciz cannot be performed by untratned 
personnel nor faci1ita;ed by equipment readily available from other local 
organizations. On t5e o&er hand, t3e Red Cross is responsible for more 
diffuse tasks. Eiis c?,iiXuseness, toget3er with an organizational s tructure 
that undergoes impoytant changes after t;ze impact of the disaster asen?, 
frequently requires ;%at the organization tttrn to other groups for assistance. 
The voluntary nature of the organization also makes the Red Cross much more 
open to assistance from volunteers than vould be the case with police and 
fire departments. 

Often police and fire 

5 This condf-tion points to khe facC that interorganizational relation- 
ships have certain stiwctural consequences for 5 o s e  organizations involved. 
Basically the Consequences represent the dezree of control or power an 
organization mainzatns over its operations. "lie following typolosy delineates 
tile possible 6 tructural consequences. 6 
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1. Autonomx. Each organizational unit remains independent. Tlzis rep- 
resents the basic contition of little or no interaction or interdependence, 
mutually exclusive Zomains , etc. 

2. Contractinc. The organizational units set the limits of the 
--U_I 

cooperation 'out rsula.Jn otherwise independen'c. An excellent illustration 
here .;;la6 the developaent of a community-wi2e mutual aid plan in Net? Grleans 
after Nurricane Be'rsg. Since the New Orleans police department vas called 
upon to secure needed. security equipment suck as boats, cranes, bulldozers, 
buses, etc. for a laz-ze number of otl-e:: organizations.in Nev Orleans, tkey 
prepared and activated a master mutual aid azreement ~7ith a large number of 
emergency and Lnc!ustrial organizations in the New Orleans ar@a. Un6e:f the 
provisions of the pack, che police deparzment 5s able to call upon other 
organizations ?or equipment and skilled personnel during times of crisis. 
These mutual ai2 agreements have been institutionalized in the forni 02 an 
organization which elects officers an& trJiich meets regularly. One of the 
purposes of the oqanization is to keep a current status report 04 211 emer- 
gency equipment available throughout the city. Therefore, arranzements such 
as these represent mutually contracted oblizations 

3. ___ly. Coalesc!. Elements of the organizations merge to coordinate, 
facilitate, mediate, or all three. The Jonesboro tornado of 1568 serves as 
a goo6 illustration. For the first fPJe !?ours after impact, communications 
among organizazions consis ted of passing information rc?ther than instructions 
or requests. 
county officials had b e z m  10 Zevelop a quasi-emergency operating center. 
Orsanizations represented at this centez included the National Guard, the 
sheriff's office, t2e state highvay patrol, tke city police, ma37or, and the 
county judge. Each emergency organization involved set up tkeir m7n radio- 
equipped vehicles just outside the police scarion whiclz became tlze ZOC. 
Alrhough direct emezzency communication among all organizations 17as not 
possible, they v7eze p:>ysri-cally close enougk to each other for runners 20 pass 
Informeion, requesea, and instructions amon: tkem. For the next 24. :;ours, 
the EOC coor6inatea secondary evacuation, security, and s e a m 2  and rescue 
activity. 

By 3:OC a.m. several protective organizations and ciry and 

4. Coopting. An element or elements of one organization is/are ab- 
sorbed by another organization. The St. Paul flood of 1965 presents an 
appropriate example bere, 
public works department (PVD) was given full authority by the city to cope 
with the flood. 
in charge of public in'ormatisn. In effect, this unit became an arm of the PfJD. 

During this particular emergency, the head of the 

Yith this authority, the RID placed a unit of civil defense 

As can be seen, each of the above represents a different power and/or author- 
ity relationship between the organizations involved. Xn some cases authority 
interrelations become clearly specified; in others it may remain ambiguous. 
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With the typologies developed, we feel that the important problems of 
identification and specification of interorganizational relationships can be 
handled. ?p!itfi task or problem area, ve can identify interorganizational re- 
lationhips by function in terms of subsets of organizational activity. 
Yith structural consequences we can more clearly specify the type OF: arrange- 
ment existing between various organizations for any given situation. 
general focus at the outset upon the process of organizational interaction 
(coordinating, facilitating, and mediating) is a necessary step in explaining 
the total community's response to the emergency. 
these basic processes, we can go beyond the organizational level to the 
community level thus incorporating a wider range of behavior and comcomitantly 
a more adequate unzerstanding of emergency response. 

Our 

By aggregating our data on 

The Community as a Contextual Variable 

Previous literature on disasters and data gathered by the DBC suggest 
that three major factors affect the community's organizational response. 
are Characteristics of the cowmunity, the organizations having relevance to 
the community , and the disaster agent (threat as well as impact). 
ing community characteristics are considered to be important for the explana- 
tion of the community's response to disaster. 
nity level factors, w5ile others seem to be aggregated from organizational 
data. Kowever, even though data may be gatliered at the organizational level, 
it is listed here to indicate the desirabKLity. of aggregating it as a 
community level factor. 

These 

%e follow- 

Some of them are clearly commu- 

A. Demographic and slWh$feB% Var$abhe 
1. Community population 
2. Geographic area 

a. size 
b. section of tb.e country 
c. topography 

3. Socioeconomic distribution 

€5. Organized cornunity structure 
1. Type of government (mayor, city manager) 
2. Formal authority structure as depicted by: 

a. City organizational chart 
b. Nature of agreements, contracts, etc. 

a. Number and names of organizations 
b. Distinction between public, municipal and private etc. 

a. Number and kinds of distinct sets and focal organizations 
b. Degree of overlap in sets and at what level 

3. Organizational profile 

4. Organizational sets and focal organizations 
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c. Power, prestige, legitimation, and autonomy of various 
organization sets and focal organizations 

d. Degree of interorganizational integration and at what 
levels 

e. Institutional constraints (property, contract, authcrity) 

C. Disaster experience 
1. Frequency of disasters in the community or nearby 

a. types 
b. similarities in consequences 

2, Disaster subcultures 

I). Community preparedness 
1. Plans 
2, Resources (Human and physical) 

E. Normal communication structure and resources 
1. patterns 
2. equipment 

F. Extra-community ties (not part of disaster plan) 
1. Ties to other governmental units 
2. Degree to which ties are formalized 
3 Occasions on which extra-community ties are activated 

Most of the above factors are relatively concrete and require no further ex- 
planation as to their relevance for cornunity emergency response. Only a few 
additional comanents need be made here. What ts7e have called the organized 
cornunity structure is an elaboration of organizational patterns in a commu- 
nity. The determination of organizational sets requires a great deal of in- 
tensive investigation oC interorganizational relationships, Sources for this 
information are discussed in the appendix. 
within a community has important implications for organizational capabilities 
during disasters, For example, existent organizational linkages may exprridite 
organizational communication and coordination considerably because the media 
for exchange are already operative. Secondly, disaster experience is of 
course an important factor in community response. 
of disaster subculture. Certain events may represent a disaster for one 
cornunity but EOT another merely signiFry an emergency which does not threaten 
vital community functions. Many comrrmnities as a part of their cultural 
development have evolved certain arrapgements which prepare them for emergen- 
cies, thus mitigating the effect of the agent. 
seemingly emerge in communities with considerable experience in repetitive 
emergency situations. Evidence 02 disaster subcultures is most clearly seen 
in certain sections of Texas, Louisiana, and Florida, which of ten experience 
hurricanes, and areas of midwest subject to tornados. 

The type of structure existent 

Subsumed here is the notion 

Such disaster subcultures 
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The purpose of these factors is to give a total picture of the cornu- 
nity as we have defined it. 
community response and provide an excellent medium for comparative analysis 
as well. 
unwarranted conclusions 

They are essential for the explanation of 

FJithout this contextual material, we m n  the risk of developing 

The Disaster Event as Intervening or Test Factor 

Test ?actor is used here to indicate a concrete empirically faeasurAbxR 

A disaster agent has an impact upon 
variable which intervenes in time in a relationship and can be employed as 
an interpretation of that relatfonship, 
the normal organizational structure of the community resulting in some form 
of emergency organizational response. In otter Words, the disaster can be 
viewed as a change agent which alters the organizational environment in an 
observable way. 

For our purposes the essential Sacts about the disaster event are the 
effects, actual or expected upon a given community. 
relevant characteriseics of a disaster event: 

The following ante the 

A. Frequency. Certain communities are located in disaster prone areas, 
For example communities located in certain parts of the midwest are often hit 
by floods. 

B. Predictability, This refers to the presence or absence of reliable 

l%is characteristic is directly related to the probability of 
indicators known to be associated with the QGCU~~?B'QCO Of disaster events of 
various kinds. 
effective warning processes. Therefore it is a factor in the determination 
of the objective possibility of effective protective action prior to the actual 
QGeurmtzce si€ dfsastez agent;@. As such, it is one factor to be taken into 
account in any evaluation of the effectiveness of communtty response, 

C. Speed of Onset. This refers to the suddenness of impact, rapid or 
gradual. 
examples of rapid onset. 
effect of the agent is gradual but more sustained as is the case with floods. 
This variable has an obvious relation to the probability of effective warn- 
ing and protective action. 
warning. 
sequences for community organizations, i.e. it relates to the probability of 
effective warning and protective action, 

The seismic waves which struck Crescent City, California in 1964 are 
Gradual onset: refers to a situation in which the 

Included also here is length of possible fore- 
Though distinguishable from speed of onset, it has similar con- 

D. Duration. Disasters may be grossly conceptualized as being of 
limited duration or of prolonged duration,e.g. an explosion as opposed to 
a flood. 
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E. Breadth. Tiis refers to the geographic area of the community 
affeoted by the agent. Xt is a strictly temitarial dimension. 

F. Intensity. %%is refers to the extent to which normal community 
functions have been disrupted by the agent an? is expressed in terms oE the 
number and ?in& of activity curtailec! or altered by the impact. 
mination of in2ensiCy requires a detailed and fairly exhaustive enumeration 
of the ways in which the community differs in an emergency state ?Tom its 
normal state. Xn other words the specification of intensity must be stated 
in terms of what chanzes would be necessary to restore the community to 
normalcy. The relationsliip between intensity and such €actors as community 
coordination, theref ore, is extremely important. 

"he deter- 

In summary, tlien, the disaster event :actors include frequency, 
predictability, speed of onset, duration, breadth, and intensity. Any given 
disaster agent can be described on the basis of several of the a2orementioned 
attributes. For example, the Indianapolis Coliseum explosion vas a single, 
sudden, limited intensity and breadth impact vithout warning. T3.e disaster 
is labeled as limited intensity because although the explosion was a major 
disaster for several organizations responsible €or transporting and caring 
for the injured, less disruption occurred in the community as a hole. On 
tke other hand, t5e magnitude of the impact: of an earthquake in 1964 upon 
the city 05 Anchorage, Alaska was of considerable intensity. Anchorage 
received major structural damage to buildings, residences, streets, utilities, 
and other properties. Azter shocks continued for several hours cacsing minor 
additional damage. 
widespread. This event represents a community level disaster in the truest 
sense. Ir: must be pointed out, however, that a relationship betveen an organ- 
izational and a community disaster exiscs, 
the community level is a matter of degree. 
minor community disaster. The community diverted some of its energy, through 
its oreanizations, to cope with a rela'cively localized communtty emergency. 

Disruption of ootnmunity functions and activities was 

W!iat we term as intensity Zrom 
%-e coliseum explosion was a 

Finally, it skould be noted that the mere theat of a disaster is often 
sufficient to cause severe disruption of normal community activities. For 
example, the prediction of floods m y  be more than sufficient to theaten 
community values and therefore lead to some form of alteration in cormunity 
affairs. The degme 05 disruption, in most cases, would be determined by 
such factors as t3e nature of the threat, the emergency experience of the 
comunity, etc. 

Organizations as IndepenJent Variables 

A main objective of this study has been to develop a conceptualization 
which can both identify and account for variations in interorganizational re- 
lationships. At the same time we have posited that interaction among a 
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community's organizations has important implications for the quality and 
nature of commv.nity response during natural disasters. 
types of interorzanizational relations 1-ave already been delineated. We 
need finally to speci2y tke inputs i.e., community organizations, to this 

Both t5e nature and 

interorganizational response, !?e conceke interorganizational relasonships 
as one aspect: of oqpFLzzationa1 action Curing emergencies. 
specification 0f-a-n orpp-iization's interrelationships is a part of t5e process 
I_ aE the definition of organizational action. The following section sill delin- 
eate this perspective. 

Furthermore, t& 

We stated earlier ehat organizations represent the component parts of 
any community. 
ble interorganizational relationships during both disasters and normal times, 
though our primary concern is with the "mer. 
come involved in a community emergency it must have certain dimensions vhich 
permit response. 
organizational action.-/ 

Organizations, in effect, represent a pool or source 02 possi- 

For any organization to be- 

These dimensions will be referred to as requisites for 

The first of these requisites is resources, including both hysical and 
human, An organization must possess both usable human attributes 1 and mate- 
rial resources appropriate for response to the disaster agent. Though these 
resources may be either exis tent or accessible through facilitating relation- 
ships, they must represent a disaster technology in some form. Each 0% the 
related task or problem areas of a disaster, i.e. warning, preimpact, search 
and rescue, caring for cesualties, restoration of essential services, velfare, 
and community order, requires certain physical and human resou-rces. For 
example, warning in many cases requires certain meteoralagiml aquQwlat M 
sell as qualified personnel. 
resources and expertise and so on. 
where these resources are lacking or inadequate. 

The caring for casualties requires both medical 
Emergency response becomes problematic 

Second, an organization must possess 1tnmledge of those aspects of its 
environment having relevance for organizational action, This means that the 
organization must have some mechanism :or providing inputs in the form of 
information concernin3 the nature of the disaster environment and the rela- 
tionship of the organization to that environment. For example, during the 
Alaskan earthquake, the scope and severtzy of the earthquake was not vel1 
knoxan and. there were numerous attempts to obtain additional information, In 
one case, the fire department sent trucks and crews out to various parts of 
the city to check on &e conditions of streets, to nake surveys of potential 
2ire hazards and to extricate victims whenever they found them. This in- 
formation was relayed to headquarters and additional details ~7ere provided 
by returning crews reporting directly. The chief also made several Zours in 
:lis car to inspec'i damaged areas. The police department followed much the 
same procedure, sending patrol cars to various parts of the city qll-tere they 
checked on conditions and reported back to headquarters on their radios. And 
several ocher organizations followed the same general procedures because this 
organizational intellizence was essential to their operation. 
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Third, the organization must have some orientation to the community 
Chumunity orientation represents a willingness of an organiza- at large. 

tion ta respond to community emergency. In some cases this may be specified 
legally or otherwise in the form of a formal responsibility to 2he community 
at large. For example, during emergencies police activities associated with 
search and rescue, tra:.?ic control, secerity, etc. are clearly t:-.eir respon- 
sibility and they respond accordingly. In other cases, this orientation 
represents an identification vith "cornunity ~7el:fare'~. This form of altruistic 
response is characteristic of most natural disasters both individually and 
collectively. Our research has shown this phenomenon repeatedly. 

Fourth, an organization must have some definition as to &at its specific 
area of responsibility is during an emergency. In some cases, such as the 
police and €ire departments, the domain is clearly defined. In other cases, 
such as with private construction companies, this may be relatively unclear. 
Related to this is tF:e necessity of being m a r e  of the domain of other organi- 
zations. 
in domain consensus ot shared expectations of response. 
these factors is a community disaster division of labor. 
empirical examples discussed in the report, this division of labor has emerged 
with varying degrees 02 efficiency, There problems developed, they were in 
terms of these dezinitional areas. 

Definitions and mutual understandings among organizations results 
The end result of 
In some of the 

Fifth, any organized response to disaster becomes implemented through 
concrete activities. ? h s  the organization must have operational procedures 
for action. 
emergency develops. 
(e.g. certain civil azencies) all disasters present, in some measure, non- 
routine contingencies and problems. These problems must be defined, necessary 
resources identiEled an2 procedures developed for adequate response. Action 
becomes emergent and innovative rather than routine. 

These procedures may be either pre-planned or ad hoc as ilhe 
Though pre-planning may be extensive in some organizations, 

Finally, an organization must have some definition of its relationship 
to otber organizations. This dimension is clearly related to all the others 
and is the final lid: to our perspective. As stated previously, interorgani- 
zatioxlal relacLonships may be coordinating, facilitating, or mediating; they 
can be identified on tke basis of disaseer related task areas; they have 
cercain structural consequences. But most basically, interorzaniaational 
relationships are a product of various organizations' definition o? their 
_I_ relat%fiip to the immecIiate environment. i .e. other organizations 
publics, the community. It is through this definitional process that inter- 
organizational relationships become crucial to what we have called organiza- 
tional action because chey represent a basic requisite of that action as well 
as being intimately :elated to the other action requisites. 
the specification or' domain becomes clear through interaction with other 
organizations. 
centers is evidence of this particular phenomenon. Furthermore, resources 
necessary for action are often contingent upon interorganizational exchange. 

individuals, 

For example, 

Our illustrations of the development of emergency operation 
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Interorganizational relationships are often crucial in obtaining in5oataation 
as to the nature 0:: tke i'isaster environment. Thus the linkages among the 
requisites for organizational action are numerous. 

It is necessary to point out that many 02 the action requisites are 
pre-determined be.!o:e the onset of disaster, Pre-planning and coordination 
in many communities specify the definitional requisites for organizational 
action. The nature of 5uman and materia1 resources is often speci.?ied by 
pre-exis tent conditions as well. Communication channels are o2ilen pre- 
established to permit organizational intelligence. Finally, pre-existent ties 
such as between police and fire departments bave direct relevance Tor inter- 
organizational interaction during emergencies. 
variable conditions whict: are extremely important to emergency response. 
greater the presence oE these conditions at tl, the more structure? will be 
the response. Fowever our research rather clearly indicates that all disaster 
events represent in some manner an unstruatured situation, 

Obviously the above represent 
The 

An excellent example of the above coments is the Topeka warning system 
in operation during the 1966 tornado emergency. 
05 tornados in the state of Kansas during ?he spring and early summer months, 
elaborate warning systems had been developed for the city of Topeka. An 
intraorganizational varning system was devised to inform members 02 a par- 
ticular organization of the occurrence and progress of storm conditions. 
this organization vas a part of a' larger warning network. An interorganiza- 
tional system was designed to alert those organizations particularly vulner- 
able to the damaging e5:ects of any tornado due to the nature and concentra- 
tion or' the people they contain,e.g. schools and hospitals, or which :-tad im- 
portant Zunctions in the emergency situation,e.g. police, Tire, sheriff's 
office, etc. 
public. During t3e tornado which struck Topeka, the intraorganizational 
and the public alert system were extremely effective, as evidence by the low 
ratio between the number of deaths and the amount of property damage. Bm7- 
ever, certain phases of the interorganizational sys tern broke down, and most 
of the officials involved in this system ~7ere alerted to the storm conditions 
as members of the general public. Thus, even in t3is highly structured 
m m i n g  process, problems developed on the dissemination or" information. 

Because of the prevalence 

Often 

A pubIic alert sys tern ~7as responsible for warning the general 

Our main point here is that as the situation becomes unstructured, 
the organizational requisites for action may become to some degree problem- 
atic. After the onset of disaster, those organizations lacking properties 
which permit action must acquire these definitional and action requisites. 
And in this area, interorganizational relationships often become crucial. 

In conclusion, then, the dimens ions or requisites of organizational 
action define t!-e basis for organizational activity within the community. 
That specific activlcy varies according to such factors as type of organiza- 
tion, type of emergency, nature of impact, etc. By viewing interorganiza- 
tional relationships as an essential element of an organizational action 



framework, we can conceptualize the total community's response to disaster 
as an aggregate 05 all organizational activity occurring therein. Further- 
more, by delineating r3.ese relationships as ve have done earlier in the 
report, t7e will be able to describe an.' hopefully explicate patterns of 
organizational interaction across eeveral iisasters in t5e form of comparative 
ana lys is . 

Community Effectiveness 

The report concludes with a brief discussion of some criteria vith which 

The basic issue r,Jhich must be addressed is 
to evaluate a community's response to disaster. 
bot3 analytically ani practically. 
the determination of appropriate indicators in evaluating a community's re- 
sponse. In this Sinal section, we will present some possible indices that 
could be used to measure community effectiveness. !Ris discussion does not 
represent an exhaustive list; we are constantly searching for modifications 
in our research and analysis. 

This is a difficult problem 

One method of viewing community effectiveness is through a comparative 
approach,i.e. the cross-comparison of communities in relation to response to 
similar types of disasters. 
initiation and completion of all emergency tasks could expedite comparisons 
considerably with regard to such factors as time of response, situation 
intensity, emerzency duration, etc. Similarities, differences, 2nd problem 
areas could be quickly ascercained throtzgh such charts. 

A profile c h r t  which visually pzots the 

Another possible criteria for evaluation would be the development of 
measures of achievement; for example, the degree to diich appropriate task 
areas v7ere accomplished. From our ovn research on organizational response 
to disasters we h v e  come to understand specific organizational task areas. 
However, in order co evaluate achievement wit5 any degree oE adequacy data 
collections and analysis must focus upon some pre-es tablished requisites of 
response. These requisites must be relatively elaborate so as to allow for 
cross-checks for valility . Furthermore the cornunity level presents a much 
more complex situation Zian the organizational. 

Although "L;le problem of determining requisites of effective response is 
difficult, we definitely feel that it is not unmanageable, 
achievement is closely linked to stability-flexibility, integration and 
voluntarism. Stability-flexibility refers to community capability in main- 
Eaining structure d-iile adapting and innovating to meet the demands arising 
Esom the disaster eaviroament. Integration is defined as the ability to 
control internal conflict aithin the communfty sykstem. Communication and 
coordination have a strong influence OR both stability-flexibility and 
integration. Ae the community level these &TO functions are usually the 
responsibility oZ a coordinating center. Voluntarism refers to t5e extent 

For eirample, 
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to which voluntary response exists in the comunity. 
mean the willingness 02 community components to volunteer material and 
personnel resources wkfch will facilitate task performance and acldevement. 
An example would be the involvement ~f extended organizations. Imbedded in 
the voluntary response is the general value orientation of the organizational 
elements in the cornunity system such as welfare or profit. 

By voluntarism, we 

One further point merits mentioning in this regard, From past research 
on disaster responses, we have come to realize that certain factors play an 
important role in a community. For example, such factors as the existence of 
disaster subcultures, caordinating centers, or communication ne1;Ftor':s are 
pivotal to an effective response. It appears that in assessing cammunity 
effectiveness it will be helpful to in some mnner tabulate the presence (J-) 
or absence (-1 of crieicat factors so that some quantitative measurement can 
be established. The construction of such a measure is tenable from a statis- 
tical standpoint. 
become evident in future research. At the very least such a tabulation would 
be beneficial in systematically summarizing the conditions present during the 
disaster event. 

!&ether this measurenent will have any meaning or noC should 

As can be seen, numerous problems are encountered in evaluating community 
effectiveness. To reiterate, evaluation implies some set of criteria wkich 
can be applied to all situations equally. In this manner some judgment can be 
made as to a community's disaster performance. 
most part be consistent in all evaluations of effectiveness. :-:owever, there 
are some contingent problems which must also be considered. Of chief importance 
is the fact that ve cannot control for a11 the intervening variables which may 
influence a particular community's response. Secondly, each community has its 
own unique social, economic, and demographic complexion. Though communities 
can be compared and typed on any of a number of relevant factors, these more 
or less unique qualities of any empirical community system is a universal con- 
dition. Thirdly, the often unique ramifications of the disaster agent tends 
to make comparative evaluation problematic. Finally, while in the past certain 
variables have been S h 0 ~ n  to be instrumental in effective disaster response, 
ft is conceivable that these variables could prove to be dysfunctional in 
future disasters for any given community, 

These criteria should for the 

In conclusion, it must be stated chat effectiveness in some measure is a 
subjective evaluation, However, efforts can be made by using appropriate 
indicators, suck as those discussed, to give this evaluation an empirical 
referent. 
critical criteria for evaluating effectiveness. 
avenue of comparative research, the obfectivizalion of judgment, about com- 
munity response to disaster can be more readily obtained. 

This approach will aid in decreasing the subjective c5oice of 
In other words , through the 
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Appendix -- Methodology 

I. Belevant Organizations far Data Collection and Analyses 

A. Community Emergency Organizations 
1. 

2. Public utilities (electric, gas, water, telephone, mass transit, 

3. Eedical se-mices (hospitals, public health deparfments, coroner's 

4. Re14ef agencies (Red Cross, Salvation Army) 
5. Nass Piedia (radio, television, newspapers) 

Service agencies of local government (police, fire, public works, 
etc.) 

etc.) 

office) 

B. Extra-Cornunity Emergency Organizations 
1. 

2. Others (Military, State Police Sheriff's Office) 

Parent or sister organization of any of the above organizations 
(e.g. regional Red Cross, State Civil Defense, etc.) 

C. Non-emergency Organizations with Emergency Relevant Resources 
1. Cons truction companies 
2. CXvic and fraternal groups 
3. Religious groups 
4. Retail stores 
5. TTansportation 
6. Industries 
7. Labor 
6. Educational facilities 

11, Techniques €or Data Collection and Sources 

A. Interview ..- T5is method is use6 extensively by the DRC in gathering 
relevant data. 
actions of its members who are socialized through and have internal- 
ized the norma 0: the organization. Such members can and do accu- 
rately reflect and transmit their organization's position and be- 
havior. Therefore, it is possible and realistic to expect that 
members of a given organization (key informants) can accurately and 
reliably provide descriptive accounts of past, present, and future 
organizational action. 

The behavior 02 an organization is reflected in the 

Informant reports are descriptions, systematic checklists, or 
ratings TAtiCh are obtained by the researcher from small numbers of 
people already familiar with the organization, 
organization or have dealings with it, generally know a good deal 
about that organization. Although informants may be subject to 

Paaple wbo b@lertg to an 
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serious bias in some matters, they ate able to tell us about past 
events ve can not observe. (We, of course, attempt to cross-check 
information Prom several sources where possible, to insure reli- 
ability . 1 Interview, papers m i  t ten a t the researcher's reques t, 
and informative letters 8ivi.n:: requested information are all ways 
of tapping this special knowledge. T7e include here, therefore , only 
information gatkered from relatively few, selected informants, not 
obtained by mass questionnaires. 
have unusually good information, not only the leaders, but also 
specialists, long tenure personnel, etc. 

People in certain positions may 

A primary objective 05 interviewing in is to obtain information 
related to interorganizational relationships. Our goal, as stated 
in the report, is to identify community organization interaction 
nets. Therefore, key infomants are those persons who are in the 
best position to tell us about interrelationships among community 
organizations. In any organization, the followins personnel appear 
to be more likely to have this information: 

1. Administrative Head 
2. Operations Head 
3. Boundary Personnel 

a, Public Xelations Officers 
b, Inspector (i.e. personnel from one organiza- 

tion who are required to inspect r:ie wor'c 
done on certain projects by other organiza- 
tions). 

c. General liaison personnel. 
d. Communications personnel (although these 

may be the least visible and therefore often 
most easily overlooked, they may in fact be 
the most crucial persons to talk with. Their 
comments, along with tapes and communications 
logs, are or'ten crucial sources of inform- 
tion on interorganizational relationshlps 
via radio, telephone, etc.) 
Other organizational personnel who might 
be 'xm7ledgable 

e. 

The effort is to ascertain the number and names of all community 
orsanizations involved in the various task activiries described in 
tbe report as vel1 as some insex or' interaction in t1 (pre-disaster); 
second, to determine the nature ob fnterorganizational relationships 
i.e. coordinatinz, facilitating, mediating. In this manner, such 
factors as the aut3ority structure or organized activity, the presence 
of sets and subsets, the degree of autonomy exhibited by various 
organizations, an3 the nature of extra-community ties becomes apparent. 
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B. Institutional %cords: These may take the form of raw files, records 
of decisions, transcripts of meetings, lists of rules or other pre- 
pared statistics. In some cases the data are found in generally 
published sources such as directories or gowernment reports; in 
other cases it must be sought: in the organizations files. Kost 
orgadzations keep voluminous records, although they seldom have 
prepared precisely those statistics which the researcher t7ould like. 
Other sources include some of the following: 

1. Communications logs 
2. Tape recordings 
3. 
4. Minutes 0:: interorganizational meetin&s 
5. Press releases 
6. Written messages 
7. Photographs (taken by either orzanization 

Telephone bills or calls (especially Long distance) 

personnel or by the researcher) 

C, Direct Observations: These include field notes by the researcher 
describing organizational actfvity; systematic checklists and pro- 
cedures for coding observations; ratings of organizational psoperties 
or action on the basis of observations; and the use of cameras in 
conjunction wit11 some other type 02 recording such as field notes. 

Through the above methods, information regarding all the relevant varlables 
for an analysis 02 comrmtnity coordination can be obtained, 0.F course, some 
data is much more difficult to obtain than others, For example, ecological 
and demographic data concerning the contextual variable (the commmrrity) can be 
obtained with minimal difficulty. 
erganizational interaction requires much more involved effort. 

On the other hand information relating to 
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